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Building Tomorrow 

Benefit now! 

Technology and entrepreneurial spirit 

Swiss Energy and Climate Summit

The 10th instalment of the Swiss Energy and Climate Summit will cast its eyes to the future
and deliver concrete answers. The motto of this year’s event is “Building Tomorrow”.  

Billy Parish is the founder and CEO of Mosaic, 
the leading provider of loans for solar systems 
for privately owned homes in the USA. The on-
line platform provides a quick and straightfor-
ward link between investors and homeowners 
and, for two years running, has been selected 
as one of the 10 most innovative companies in 
the energy sector worldwide. Parish will speak 
at SwissECS about his mission to fundamen-
tally change the way financing operates in the 
energy sector.

 The leading conference for energy and climate issues  
 in Switzerland

 750 leaders from business, science, politics and  
 the media

 30 renowned national and international speakers

 A unique platform for discussion and networking

 Solutions and groundbreaking innovations for climate 
 protection and energy efficiency

Save the date in your calendar today and benefit from a 20% early bird discount 
on the price of the conference ticket (CHF 712 instead of CHF 890) until 16 May 2016. 
The detailed programme will follow in June 2016. More information is available at  
www.swissECS.ch. We look forward to seeing you! 

A growing number of investors are washing their hands of carbon-intensive 
capital investments. Is a global carbon bubble now looming? What are the 
effects of “stranded assets” on Swiss pension funds and investors?  

The melting of the Greenland ice sheet has far-reaching consequences for sea 
levels and the global climate. What answers can research offer with regard to 
the complex mechanisms of action? 

Paris Agreement, promotion of renewable energy, low oil prices – what is the 
current state of national and international energy and climate policy? What 
does this mean for the future?

Over half of the world’s population lives in cities – and this figure is rising. How
can infrastructure systems be interlinked intelligently in order to pave the 
way for savings in the energy sector? 

In India, the amount of electricity derived from renewable sources is to be 
increased fivefold by 2022. At the same time, an expansion is planned in coal-
fired power capacity. What effect will these conflicting developments have on 
the country?

Those who skilfully combine technology with business models hold the key 
to success and will shape the world of tomorrow. Which innovations from the
cleantech sector will make the breakthrough?
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